
Promises

Aviators

Just take my hand and run
Towards what our hearts have called to
The struggles that we've been through
Have made us stronger here
Broke free from those who said
We're never going to last
They hurt us in the past
But those words have disappeared

Let out a sigh
Remember the time
We fell so fast
One at a time
Our stars fell in line
And we knew we're meant to last
Mistakes we made and memories
Still with us like that summer breeze
From way back then to promises and rings

I wouldn't change a thing

I'm still a clueless fool
But you make me something better
We're more when we're together
Than we ever were apart
Now we're just gaining speed
There's so much left to do
I'm ready here with you
The one who holds my heart

Let out a sigh
Remember the time
We fell so fast
One at a time

Our stars fell in line
And we knew we're meant to last
Mistakes we made and memories
Still with us like that summer breeze
From way back then to promises and rings
I wouldn't change a thing

So what comes next?
Who knows, but I'm ready
There's so much left
We'll live, love, and carry
On with our lives
Through hard, bitter times
And hold on tight
Our memories
They made you and me
And I know we made them right

Let out a sigh
Remember the time
We fell so fast
One at a time
Our stars fell in line
And we knew we're meant to last



Mistakes we made and memories
Still with us like that summer breeze
From way back then to promises and rings
I wouldn't change a thing

(Promises, who knows, but I'm ready)
(Promises, who knows, but I'm ready)
(Promises, who knows, but I'm ready)
(Oh, we'll outlast, and hold on tight)
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